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Edge-Connected, Crossed-Electrode Array for
Two-Dimensional Projection

and Beamforming
Harvey C. Schau. Member. IEE

Abstract-A ness geometr for array construction is discussed sshich TN TOP ELECTRODES
employs tso sets of orthogonal striped electrodes. While obtaining A'- T2 T3
intersecting points in a Iso-dimensional structure. onl% 2N\ control
points are required. Thus. V- active elements are controlled ,,ith 2A' at - r r -1 F i fl
degrees of freedom hich both simplifies implementation and data LT I L _l -TJI
handling. This gain in simplicito is traded off against reduced perfor- B2 - = = El
mance -Ahen emploed as a projector and increased signal processing 113 -- : I i LtA
-Ahen emplo*ed in beamforming mode. It is shosn that no performance 8."- It 1 ; ; r .
is lost in beamforming if the process is carried out in a tEso-%tep pro- ' 1 - - Fn
ces. I h- imitations of the crossed-electrode geometr% are discussed F7 n n L . I H ..

and a theorY is presented for operation as a projector and a receiver. F_ F__ --

IN RODUCTION

HE purpose of this paper is the introduction of a new ge- L_J L:l
7I F-1 Fn r-- -- --- F-I F -I F-- 7- 1

Lometrx for planar structures which allo\s simpler imple- __JL: ,_L =Jl_.__
mentation and construction while trading off higher signal I \ _

processing costs and possible reduced performance (the tern' BOTTOM ELECTRODES
ACTIVE AREA CROSS-POINT

planar is not strictly necessary although most applications are
concerned with planar devices). Since to-dimensional struc- aTOP ELECRODES
tures are important in acoustic arra\s and optical imaging de-
vices, the structure described here has applications which cover __I_________,_________________[___

a wide variet. of technical areas. In this analysis, we will give . I
the basic operation principles of the geometry and leave de-
t-i!-d analysis of specific applications to a forum where the I
physics of each may be dealt with in detail. MATERIAL BOTTOM ELECTOOES

The generic physical description of our device is shown in h,
Fig. Ib). It is assumed that an active material (acoustical or Fig. Tvo-dimcnional croed-elcctrodc arra., (a) Top "',c.. 1h) ut-

optical) is placed bet-,een Ixo electrodes as shown. By apply- a\a\ ide \,ic%\

ing a ,oltage. the de\ ice is able to act as a projector of acous-
tical or optical cncrg,, or. left in a passive state. it ma\ create mentation. the active element is sandw, iched bet\cen electrodes
a voltage by the action of a field (acoustic or optical) impinging and each max be addressed individually either bN a random ad-
upon it. Obviously. this is a simplification to any real device, dress scheme where each pair of electrodes leads is a\ailable,
but for the purposes of describing a new geometrical imple- or through a parallel-to-serial conkersion such as in charge col-
mentation for a two-diniensional arra%, it is suflicient. The ac- pled devices (CCD). The problems of individual access of each
tive material could be a piezoelectric material for acoustical element are mx riad: large numbers of connections. large num-
applications (pol,,vinylidenc fluoride PVDF). a nematic liquid hers of wircs. greater potential for failure. etc. The heat loss
crystal or light emiting diode material (GaAs) for optical pro- along conducting tires in cooled detectors, and the inability to
Jection applications or a Si-based optical imaging device. There package a random array were two maJor motivations for the
exists a plethora of materials and applications which we will de'elopment of the parallel-to-serial conversion devices such as
not discuss. howevcr, we do make the realistic assumption that CCI's. The basic problem is that for an N x N device..V'
all electrodes are transparent to the type of field (acoustic or elements must be addressed. The contribution of this paper is
optical) under consideration. to suggest another t pc of structure, that of crossed clectroded

Fig. I showxs a two-dimensional structure which is typical of strips as shown in Fig. I. Here the device has one set of elec-
the planar arrays under consideration. In a conventional imple- trode strips on top of the active material, and another orthogo-

nal set on the bottom. This leaves N" intersection points while
resulting in only 2N electrodes which are brought out to theManu,,rtp rcccm,cd August 14. 19XX; rcx.i,,d JanTuIr) 21. 190!. ed.Ob'ul.anray, h2Negesffedo DF

The author "kas . ith the Undcratcr Sound Reference Detachment. Na- edge. Obvtously. an array \% ith 2N degrees of freedom DOF
%al Rcscarch 1.ahorator%. Orlant o. Ff. 32856 9337 will not function as efficiently as one with N. but if one con-

IF-E Log Number 90411 3h siders the savings for a device \with. for example. I(' element,

1053.597X 91 0201-t128950)1 .1) 1991 Il:tI
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per side (2 x 10' versus 10") this loss of pertormance may be small number is less than the dimensionality of the autocorre-
acceptable. lation matrix.

We will analyze this structure through reciprocity. i.e.. as a Whereas for two-dimensional field: without correlation, each
projector first, later as a receiver for beamfoning. We will ne- eigenvalue provides the same amount of information for de-
glect crosstalk which can be present in a device with either 2N scribing the field in, terms of an expansion of eigenvectors. with
or N2 DOF. Given the results shown in subsequent sections on finite correlation each eigenvalue provides proportionally more
projection and beamforming, a decision can be made on the information than the next smaller one, so that truncation of the
feasibility of employing a crossed-electrode edge-coupled array expansion after a few terms yields an accurate description 151.
in specific acoustical or optical applications. Thus practically speaking, the required number of DOF to ex-

pand a function which has finite correlation properties. is less
Two-DIMENSIONAL EDGE-CONTROLLE) ARRAY than the dimensionality of the problem if the expansion is al-

lowed to have a finite but small mean-squared error. Since even
Consider Fig. 1. The device pictured has an active material full expansions will have some variance from the original func-

sandwiched between two sets of electrodes. The top set consists lion due to noise, this limited DOF expansion may not be an
of a number N of strips, while the bottom has a similar pattern overwhelming constraint.
rotated 900. The problem of approximating N 2 independent potential dif-

By applying a voltage to e:;ch top electrode and each bottom ferences by 2N edge voltages may be represented in matrix form
electrode, a potential difference at the intersection of the ith as
bottom andjth top electrodes of (B, - T, ) is formed. Electric
field strength may be approximated as this potential difference AV = W (2)

divided by the electrode separation, and the emitted field will where V is the array of edge voltages, bottom voltage first. fol-
be assumed to be the product of the electric field and a constant lowed by top voltages. For N channels it takes the form (see
which describes the material. In acoustics, this constant would Fig. I).
be the piezoelectric e/ constant, whereas in optics it is the di- B,
electric c constant for liquid crystals or another conversion fac- B
tor which relates light intensity to voltage for devices such as a B.
biased light emitting diodes operated over their linear regions.
The figure indicates the active area to be the spatial intersection
of two rectangular electrodes. Actually, fringing of the fields By
will cause a response pattern to fall off more gradually than the V = 2N elements. (3)
perfectly rectangular shape shown. This structure is both phys- T,
ically realizable and controllable within current signal process-
ing technology. T,

Questions which remain are what types of fields may be cre-
ated by such a device, and the possibility of employing such a
device as a receiver. Additional investigations must center LTA.
around control stability, possible implementation problems. and---methodology for possible improvements. The array W is the array of two-dimensional potential differ-ences ordered row-wise (the array W is proportional to the de-

sired two-dimensional field on the surface of the array)TH EORY-PRoJECTION

The field generated from each active area is linearly propor-
tional to the electric field, which is nearly proportional to the M12
potential difference at that location. Then the potential differ-
ence at any intersection point where the ith bottom electrode
crosses thejth top electrode may be written as M, W = MI N2 elements (4)

M, = B- T( M

where B. Tare the top and bottom electrode voltages for the ith
row and jth column. Notice that while the number of active
areas of an N X N structure device has N2 (DOF). the edge-
interconnected structure reduces this to 2N DOF thus limiting and the matrix A has the form
the types of patterns which may be represented. It is expected 2N eleiients
that the desired two-dimensional spatial fields have finite cor- 11
relation lengths and times, which will reduce the number of I 0 0 0 . I 0 0 0
DOF required to describe their spatial and temporal behavior. I 0 0 0 . 0 -1 0 0 ...
An alternate position from which to view this is to consider the
description an isotropic field (isotropic assumption is not nec- A N: elements.
essary but simplifies the discussion) in terms of its Karhunen- 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 0
Loeve (K-L) expansion 111-141. The diagonalization of the au-
tocorrelation (expanding in terms of its cigenfunctions) matrix
typically shows that the autocorrelation matrix is not of full rank 0 0 .. 1 0I 0 0 0 ••-

and the number of cigenvalues which exceed some arbitrarily (5)

lyial hw httcatceainmti sni ffl ak00i 0 (1 1) (
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Since A has more rows than columns the generalized inverse is where I is the (N x N ) matrix consisting of all ones, 0 the (N

AN = (A'A)- I A' (overdetermined case) (6) x N) null matrix. The pseudoinverse is then written as
I , I

and it is well known that the solution to (2) takes the general B" (BrB)'BI = I I + I $ B I
form (if the original equation is consistent) 171 N 2

V=AnW + (I - A*A)Z (7) B 1 1 -- + Q(15)

where Af is the Penrose-Moore inverse and Z is arbitrary. We

choose a solution of the form -N -1 -1 -1 '

V= A"W (8) -N -1 -1 -1

which given the form for A' in (6) for the overdetermined case,
the solution (8) is best in a least squares sense.

Since the quantities of interest are voltage differences be-
tween the rows and columns, it is convenient to introduce a
normalization which fixes the absolute voltage. This can be Q -N -1 -I -1 (16)
achieved in a variety of ways, one which is sufficiently general
is to write

N ,. -N I I I
SB, + T, = C (9)(9) -N I I I

i.e., fix the sum of all edge voltages at some arbitrary constant
C. Other forms of normalization can be found from this ap-
proach. This adds a constraint equation to (2) and changes the
form of A and W. Writing the augmented equation in the form The final solution may be written in terms of the nonaug-

mented operators as
BV= T

B A T + VO- + G H--G W+ K (17)
BT [C] (10) N 2N-I

A I where

where A and Ware given by (5) and (4), respectively. Equation
(10) has solution -1 -I -I -I

V = B*T; B= (BTB)-BT. (11)

In this formulation G= -1 -1 -1 -1 ... (18)

(B T B) j 0 1 '

N+l I1 I ..- and

ae ( N+ 1 11 + I12) I .

and 0 is the (N x N) null matrix. C
The inverse is easily found to be K=- I (19)I: ol

(BrB)-'  1 0  )-

2N- I I -1 ''-] The action of each matrix in (17) is easily seen if one analyzes
-I 2N- I -I ... (13) the eigenvectors of AA*, where AN = (I /N)A' + (I /2N2)G.

This matrix has eigenvectors which are analogous to the im-
pulse response of the structure. The eigenvectors are unity row
or column matrices which would result if a voltage were ini-

which may be written as posed on one of the edge connections. If the resulting two-di-
mensional pattern were analyzed by discrete Fourier transform.

( =i8 ) + , S the first term in (17) correctly predicts the Fourier components
N I+N at the price of overestimating the dc component of the two-

= -I 0 dimensional pattern. The second term corrects the two-dimen-
S = (14) sional dc component by adjusting the overall gains of the elec-

0 -I trode voltages row-wise or column-wise as a whole. The final
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term biases the row and column voltages to obtain the desired Exmple A

range as initially constrained by the constant C. Device Imple.ttation

Of greater importance, any two-dimensional pattern must be 5.66 -4.33 -1.33
-3 7 41 2.33 -3 7 4

expandable in termis ot the sumi of these basis vectors which are Deie spatial 5 35 .6 -5 I
functions of the row coordinate or the column coordinate. Anal- 2 -- -2

,sis of the basis functions indicates that traveling harmonic dis-
turbances moving parallel to the row or column ar possible
thus allowing the device to reproduce specific monochromatic Electrode voltages V A AJ 6 = -10

spatial frequencv convective waves, however, isolated ir- -13
pulses are not capable of accurate reproduction M, ithout the same
type of error found in liquid crystal displays 18).

Produced spatial pattern Alternate electrode voltage
[different K in equation (17)1

Ex.A\NPLi~s -3

7

Consider the example of a 3 x 3 device in Fig. 2 where the ,7 =
desired spatial pattern is shown. Pattern IW,1 is the sum of an 2 0'...'

eigenvector expansion. Voltages applied at each electrode are I
given by A" W. application of these voltages results in the orig- -2

inal desired pattern as shown. This is guaranteed since W was I
given as an expansion of eigenfunctions of 4.A". Note that the Device Implementation

voltaces V = ,4'W are not unique (the last teni in (17)) and ...2. . -. 12
D:.i,-ed sp.tial 0 12 0. .-7 .I2 .5 .2alternate voltages shown will also reproduce the pattern (differ- Patter- a2 0 0 0 -.05: -. 22l .221 -2.1

ent K in (17)). Notice that the latter voltages are specified by .055 -.11 .22 -.11

integer values. Consider K4,. a pattern which cannot be gener-
ated by an cigcenvector expansion. Voltages are again shown by .278

A* W. however, this time the resulting pattern .4.44 W has been Electrode voltages V A# W - .056= .055

altered. This is expected since all output will have to be an -

eigenvector of AA' %% hether the input was or not. .056

Figs. 3 and 4 display two examp!cs fora 10 x 10 device with
100 two-dimensional elements. At the top of each figure are 0 -. 112

desired two-dimensional fields. These patterns are typical of 0 - 1120 .221

shading which might be required in producing a uniform con- W,2= 1 AA# W .55
a .221vective pressure field from a planar array. in coherent optical 0 -. 1120 -.21

spatial filtering employiag liquid crystals or similar devices, or 0 .120 .12

optical apodization of an optical system by tailoring illumina- (bi
tion through devices such as LED's.

It can he seen hat the two-dimensional field produced is in Fig. 2. Example of desired spatial pallerns Ahich can be reproduced (a)
exactly ( ) I and (hI %%hich cannot It'.

both cases a close replica of the desired field. Fig. 4 has more
spatial structure than Fig. 3 and hence the replicated field has Desired two-dimenooioal pattero

higher error in reproducing it. This is a general property of this
type of replication, the more structure or high spatial frequency .383 .478 .461 .474 .570 .557 .465 .478 .479 .370

-. 442 .552 .533 .547 .5658 643 .538 .552 .553 .427

information the field contains (particularly in regions away from .411 .610 .589 .604 .727 .710 .593 .610 .612 .473
".522 .650 .829 .544 .775 .757 .632 .650 .652 .504

the spatial frequency axis if one visualizes performing a two- .538 .671 .647 .664 .800 .781 .651 670 .873 .520
.538 .571 .847 .664 .800 ,78! .651 .670 673 ,520

dimensional discrete Fourier transform on the desired two-di- .s8 .650 .628 .644 .775 .757 .632 .650 .652 504.4 9 .610 .s5 9 o4 .727 .710 s53 ,610 .612 473
mcnsional pattern), the greater the error may be in reproducing ,412 .552 .533 547 .658 .643 .536 .552 .553 .427
it.38 .478 .461 .474 .570 .557 .485 .478 .479 .370

Electrode voltage and resulting two-dimensional pattern

BtFAMF(ORMING. TRACKING
-.475 -.592 -.572 -.567 -.706 -.690 -.575 -.562 -564 -.45

The geometry under discussion can also be employed as a
- .112 .362 .479 .459 .474 .563 .577 .403 .479 .481 .346receiver, and this is perhaps the application of greater interest -. 039 .435 .552 .532 .547 .668 .650 .536 .552 .54 .419

in both acoustics (beaforning)o and and target .017 .492 .610 .39 .604 .724 .707 .503 .809 .611 .476
.057 .532 .649 .629 .644 .763 .747 .633 .649 .651 .516

tracking). 01 particular importance in acoustics is the use of this .077 .552 ,5o .649 . 43 . .9 .87 .53

geometry as a wave vector filter in rejection of turbulent bound- 057 .532 .040 .829 .644 .783 .747 .833 .84 .551 .51
.017 .492 . o10 .589 .W4 .724 .707 .593 .6W9 .611 476

ary layer noise in favor of low frequency radiative acoustic sig- -. 039 .435 .SS2 .532 .547 .666 .850 .536 .552 .554 .41-,1 .8 47 40 44 .593 .577 .463 .476 .481 .346

nals. jiid lih measurement of low frequency evanescent

turbulent pressure fields 191-1 121. In optics. it will be shown Average error per point - 8.5 a 10

that the geometry has advantages in that tracking may be ac- Fig. 3. Example ota desired 10 ), Il Ivodincnsional ield and the crossed

complished with high resolution with considerably less compli- electrode structure reproduction.

cation. By way of demonstration of the use of the device and
how it differs in application from conventional devices, while The difference between the measured two-dimensional field
retaining the ability to achieve the same results, we reformulate from an edge-connected device and that measured b.' an array
the beamforming problem for the crossed-electrode geometry of independent elements can be visuali/ed by contrasting the
and contrast it to the case of independent sensing elements. impulse response of the two devices. Consider a unit impulse
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Desired to-diensional pattern where s, is a two-dimensional weighting pattern which may be

.31 .465 .291 .198 .570 .525 .104 .367 .498 .264 employed. This is determined a priori and may be unity. Thus
.369 .572 .335 .22 .658 .606 .121 .424 .577 .306
.408 .632 .371 .253 .727 .670 .133 .468 .638 .338 to use an edge-connected array, one extra step (the sum overj
.435 .574 .395 .270 .776 .714 .142 .499 .680 .381 must be carried out. If it is recalled that this matrix multipli-
.449 .695 .407 .278 .800 .737 .147 .515 .701 .372

.449 .695 .407 .278 .800 .737 .147 .515 .701 .372 cation is simply subtraction of the column voltages from the

.435 .674 .395 .270 .775 .714 .142 .499 .680 .501

.408 .632 .371 .253 727 .870 .133 .468 .638 .338 row (relative to some arbitrary but fixed ground), this added

.369 .572 .335 .223 .658 .506 .121 .424 .577 .306

.319 .495 .281 .QQ .570 .525 .104 .367 .499 .264 step is seen to be trivial and can lessen the storage required to
represent the field. This added processing is the price for the

Elortode 'itage and r.eslting two-diensioal pattera increased number of sensing elements while retaining only 2N

-. 396 -. 613 -. 360 -. 246 -. 706 -. 8s0 -. 129 -. 454 -.61 -. 328 measurements and clearly demonstrates the tradeoff between
1.086 .309 .527 .273 .158 .619 .564 .042 .357 .532 .242 added processing complexity (edge-connected array) and im-

.030 .366 .583 .329 .215 .675 .620 .089 .44 .5M .296 plementation and construction complexity (independent ele-
.013 .410 .827 .373 .259 .720 .664 .143 .468 .633 .342
.044 .440 .658 .404 .290 .750 .695 .174 .489 .663 .373 ment array).
.059 .456 .673 .420 .305 .766 .710 .189 .514 .679 .388
.058 .456 .673 .420 .305 .766 .710 .188 .514 .679 .388
.044 .440 .658 .404 .20 .750 .695 .174 .499 .883 .373 ANALYSIS-BEAMFORMING TRANSFER FUNCTION
.013 .410 .827 .373 .259 .720 .664 .143 .488 .833 .342
-.030 .368 .583 .329 .215 .675 ,820 .099 .424 .588 .298
-. 086 .309 .527 .273 .158 .618 .564 .042 .367 .532 .242 Consider the geometry shown in Fig. 5. We will analyze this
Avrage error per point 2.15 1o- 3  structure with the following assumptions [131-1151:

Fig. 4. Example of a desired 10 X 10 two-dimensional field with higher I) the transducer possesses 2 orthogonal principal axes;
spatial frequenc) content than Fig. 3. and the crossed electrode structure 2) separations between centers of successive transducer ele-
reproduction. ments lying in the diection of a principal axis are equal:

3) time delays between successive transducers elements lying
P, applicd to one of the elements of each array. The voltage in the direction of a principal axis are equal;
produced by a square edge-connected array (2N elements) will 4) the temporal response of each active segment is identical
be given by reciprocity to be ( K = 0) for all segments of the array and is specified by the power

AI + I G (2spectral density IF(w ) 1:
V = N A+ G (20) 5) the spatial response of each active segment is identical for

N 2N2 all segments of the array and is specified by the power

nonsquare geometries follow similarly. The apparent measured spectral density M(k,,. k0 ).
two-dimensional field will be For the geometry of Fig. 5

I II A

P,,, = AV AA' +  1AG P, (21) sin 2 - sin 2 21
,N 2N = 2 2

so that the operator in hrackets will modify the actual field. This M(k,7 -,,) (24)

effect is seen clearly in Fig. 2(b) for a 3 x 3 device. As can be
seen, the edge-connected array produces a cyclic impulse re-
sponse. The effect of this impulse response on the power spec- Given the assumptions above, it has been shown that the re-
tral density and beamforming effectiveness will be calculated in ceiver transfer function is
the next section.

To employ the edge-connected array in beamforming, one W(k, wo) = 8 rF(w) 'M(k,,, k,) exp -ik (, - y,,)
may first produce the apparent 2D field

P(t) = - AV( t ) (22) - iW (T, - 7.,,,)] • i 'J (25)

This would be the measured image when the device is employed where Y, is the position of the jth active segment. r is the time

in an image mode. The 2D field here is ordered lexicographi- delay applied to the output of this segment, and s, the relative
sensitivity. This then can be writtencally as

-- , (,)--] w = 8r jF w 2~ ,A,) Z Z

0 01

P2(t • exp - i( jk,,d + mkn,,e + jT1-,, + mwr,)s,s,.

(26)

PMi P1 ,N(' This may be extended to include a more general case than the

P, ) 2case where each active element is independent, by rewriting
(26) as ( ' = wi)

W(k. 71= W F(w) M(kk,)IS(k, k,,. T') (27)

S(k,,, k,,. T') = > >. C " .
and beamforming is accomplished as 0 -.

,P,(+ A,,V(t + ,)s (23) >e ,,,,e','",',. (28)N ,, A,, ,, 0, h 0
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Nd Independent Elements Edee-Cor.nected Array
000] 1-.112 .221 112 1
0 1 0 221 .555 221

~00 0 _ 1 .221 112 1

P - r k. Results of Unit Re stponse
Applied to Center

k,!J J Z ~ 1( 10 0 .555 _.221 -.221
-I-r--q 0 0o .221 .2 -12

0 0 0 .221 - 112 -.112

Ibi -- dI Results of Unit P-.nse
Tn Supplied to .ppe- Lcit Element

(a) Fig. 6. Cyclic impulse response of crossed-electrode gcomeln.

4 rSx OUT S,(k,,k.. r'

N Z- I P -Z I ~k, e 
-- eS ~.

j=() -0 e e , , I -

(b)

Fig. 5. Array geometry with (a) parameter definitions and (b) conventional + e . ," -e f_____ .,__ ____-- e e_, __- ____

beamforming implementation. N T e NP I e- e E" I e

where l~grh is the impulse of the structure. For the case of in- (34)

dependent active elements, ,,,,h is simply a Kronecker delta for s = 1 (34) reduces to
function. i.e.. each element responds to a point pressure input

at only the active element to which it is applied. Then for the S,.(k 5 . k-,. r')
previous case 1131-1151 I I - e ,.Ik~...y,.I - e " , I , - e

P '

6q h j,,h where 6,, = 1 ifj = g P P I -e ... I -e

= 0 otherwise (29) - e (41 ..' - - 1 - e "'A

it was shown for s, 113 +

t N t 1 I - elr", I -e'" I -e '
N-1 P -I

S(kn. k-,. r') = Y , exp - i[j(k,,d + wT,,) -- - - e . e)=o -0= NP I -e I .. e " aI e I e

+ m(k,,e + w7,P)] (35)

1 - e ,IA ° ""... I - e-PAP" .... Sr(k,. k,. rL. 0)
(30) S(n -,T'0

II - e -,e'~', ,(3 0) ' r, 1 e e I

sin2 N k~d + wT sin Pkpe+w N I- e-1-e' 1 -'""

-2 2 1I - e I - e " I - e (36)
(31) N1 "(36)

sin' s ,kd + w rNi -.e .... I

2 1 2 The last two terms cancel leaving

For the case of the edge-connected array, the impulse response

may be found tobe (17) S,(k. k,,, T'. 0) = e e (37)

1 1K ~ 1 6' +~S I"' b h (32)37
p - -. (32) similarly

This is a cyclic convolutional impulse response and can be con- I - e -a', . ' I - e
trasted with that of the independent elements as shown in Fig. S,.( k,,, . e (38)

6.

In this case. (28) takes the form so that

S,(k.., kp. T') Sj,(. kP. T,,, O)S,(k,,. kp. 0. T"')

N I-I I " S,(k,. kO. 0.0)
1 "2 >2 .'"r -, i -,A., >r e . -,NI,j , ..... - ,-....

N~~ e - -1=t) es-0 P h -0 - ,NJ '

+ I e m,e , N >e 'A e "eA"" "e"

N NP h - o which is identical to S(k ,,. A-,, r,,) of (30).

(33) The easiest way to visualize the pro,-'sq is to analyze a spe-
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1.20 1.20

1.00 'P: 40:.0354cn 1.00

o.so z 0.80

" 0.60 . 0.60

0.40- 0.40

-kp. 75 4 C2
I I

0.20 0.20

-3.00 -2.00 -1.00 0.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 -3.00 -2.00 -1.00 0 00 1 00 2 00 3 30

kN(Cm
"1

Fig. 7. Single-element irectangular) spatial frequency transfer function for Fig. 8. Normalized transfer function for no time dela. i,, 0i along
parameters given in text. the k, = 0 axis. Both the conventional and crossed-electrodc gecoletrles

pro% ide the same results. N= P = I0.

cific geometry. Consider the case (dimensions in centimeters)
1 .20

N = 10

P = 10 1.00

d = 10 .

0.80e = 10
S0.60b,=5

1=5. 0.40

Fig. 7 displays the single element transfer function M(k,. k,,) 0.20

along several k, axes. Fig. 8 shows the product M(A, k,,) S( k,,.
k,. T' )I/NZP 2 along the k1' = 0 axis for the above example o.oo . . .
( r,, = 71, = 0). The results of the edge-connected array are the -3.00 -2.00 -1.00 0.00 1.00 2 00 3l

same for this case. The effect of changing N and P may be seen IN )

by comparing a similar calculation for N = P = 3 in Fig. 9. Fig. 9. Efftct of reducing the number of elements from N= P - I0 Fig
The effect of a single time delay are seen in Figs. 10 and I I 8) to N = P = 3. Note the broadening of the lobe,, 7r -. 0
which displays the product MI S 12 /N -P2 along the k, = 0 axis
for the time delays (r,. r,) = ( 1.57, 0) and (5.0, 0). For this
case, the peak in the (k,,, k,,) plane moves from (0. 0) to 1.00

( -0.157, 0) and ( -0.5. 0) as expected. In the latter case. a
second lobe has colie ihu ;he region of the function M to ap- 0.80

pear similar to the main lobe in Fig. 8 for no time delay. Fig.
12 shows the product MI S 2I/N 2 P2 along the k,, = 0 axis for z

time delay of ( T,,. -t,) (0, 1. 57)1 which appears li ke Fig. 10IO6
by symmetry. Fig. 13 displays a time delay (r,. <,) = (I 7. F
1.57) along the kP = -0.151 axis (near the peak) for the in- 0.4
0-pendent element array. As expected, the peak moved to

-0.157. -0.157 ). Fig. 14 displays a similar calculation for 6.2
the edge-connected array. It can be seen that the lobes have split
into two sets of components, one contribution remaining at the J L J ,
origin, the other smaller one moving to the expected position. 0.00
Thus, applying time delays simultaneously along both axes will 3.00 -2.00 -1.00 000 1 00 2.00 3.00)

result in a transfer function which is different than a similar I(C

operation on an independent element array. i.e., S(k,,, k,, r,,, Fig. 10. Normalized transfer function along the k,, = 0 axis for time dela.
r,) * S,.(k,,, k,,. r,, r,). However, as shown by Figs. 10, 12- 7, = 1.57. Note how the main lobe has been swept away from the origin
14 and (27) and (39), if time delays are applied along a single as expected. This result is identical for both the consentional independentelcment array and the crossed-electrode arra>, <., O.N =P = I(0.
axis (normalized by zero time delay) and the results are multi-

plied by a time delay of the orthogonal axis, the resulting trans-
fer function will be the same as the independent element case. beamforms along a single axis. The results of this process will
This is easily seen in our example since (Fig. 13 and (31)) S(k,. be identical to an independent element array.
-0.157. 1.57. 1.57) = S(k,,. 0, 1.57, 0). The more general As an aid in visualizing the operational characteristics of a
case is also true as shown by (39). The edge-connected array system with a specified number of processing channels. eon-
must be operated in a two-step product mode where each step sider Figs. 15 and 16. The assumption is that a system which
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1.- 200

0.80

0~~~ 06 o10

0 040~

5.0
o . A

0.00 L A AL~ k. 0 00 --

-3.00 -2.00 -1 00 0 00 1.00 2.00 3.00 3.00 2 00 1 00 0 00 00 2 C l

Fig I I. ResultIs similar to Fig. I0 for time dela) i, : 5.0. Note the main
lobe has moNed further to the left and a second lobe has entered from the Fig. 14. Normalized transfer tunctin for crossed -l¢ctrodcemeirs Ar

right to the right of the origin. ;, . v P 0 he time dela> T, 7. 57 along the A ..P = O 15.1 cm .si, Note th
the lobe has split. one contribution remalning on the origin ind a mialler
one moving it the expected position. This indicates the heallitormi11e Lain

1.00 not be done in a one-step procedure tk iih Ao tuh2 dela is. l'UI Ln he .

coiplished in ito single lin1c dela.\ proccs,c as shoin illig, Iii iind
12. N = P = 0.

0.80

N 0.60 1,20 F.

0.01.

.,020

0..80

-3.00 -2.00 -1 00 0.00 1.00 2.00 3.00
0.40

Fig, 12. Nornah/ed tianl .er function for the cans entianal and crossed- 0.20

electrode geometrie, along the A, 0 axis for a time dela\ 7,, 1.51 T" ,
SON = P 0. 0.00

3 .0 2 00 1 CC 0.00 1 00 2 00 3 O0

100

Fig. 15 Normali/ed transfer function tor a h.ipaithetical st ith +a
pacitN for 16 inputs . onsentional _ SIitl "ould hie 16 element, 4

0 so 4 tndi\iduall\ addressed T,. -r ., P1 4

S0.0o I

, 40
0.20 0 00

o20o - -_J .-._._ . J . 060o

kml¢,,h U. 0 tO[
-3.00 -2.00 -1-00 0.00 1 00 2.00 3 00

NC i '1 0.40

Fig. 13. Normalized transfer lunction tor the consentional geornetr% tor
the time delay T, = 5, 1 .5 1 along the A,, (0 151 cm ' axis. The arain

lobe has been swept to the left of the origin as cxpected from Figs 12 and
10. N = P =O. 00 - - -- - _. _A0 0[ u-

3.00 .200 -1.00 0 00 1 00 2.00 3.00

can process 16 channels of data exists (d = e = 10. b I =5 "
as before ). for the independent element case this results in a 4 Fig lb. Identical assumptions as Fig 15 hr the cross letrod. geonicir.

x 4 array, Fig. 15, whereas the edge-connected case has 8 con- %%hch -Aould have 8 eleiments on at side Note the rcdmcd Aiidth ol the

ncetions on a side or 16 total and 64 interconnected sensing lobs. 7,, = r 0. N - I' 8.
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areas. The pattern MIS I2/N 2P 2 displayed for (-T,, 7p) = (0, [4] A. K. Jain, "A fast Karhunen-Loeve transform for a class of
0) displays the superior resolving power of the edge-connected random processes," IEEE Trans. Commun., vol. COM-24, pp.

1023-1029, 1976.array. [51 H. C. Andrews and B. R. Hunt, Digital Image Restoration. En-
glewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, vol. 85, 1977.

CONCLUSION [61 R. Penrose, "A generalized inverse for matrices," Proc. Cam-
bridge Phil. Soc., vol. 51, pp. 406-413, 1955.

The concept of a crossed-electrode edge-coupled array has [7] N. S. Urquehart, "Computation of generalized inverse matrices
been introduced and shown to have several significant advan- which satisfy specified conditions," SIAM Rev., vol. 10. pp. 216-
tages over conventionally addressed two-dimensional struc- 218, 1968.

181 G. Meier, E. Sackmann, and J. G. Grabmauer, Applications of
tures. Specifically this geometry requires only 2N electrode Liquid Crystals. New York, Springer: pp. 12, 134, 153-155.
leads as opposed to N 2 for an N x N device. While this struc- 1975.
ture requires an additional signal processing step for applica- 191 W. Blake. Mechanics of Flow-Induced Sound and Vibration, vol.
tions such as beamforming, this will in many instances be 2. New York: Academic, 1980.

[101 R. Kennedy, "Cancellation of turbulent boundary-layer pressure
a cceptable since the cost of signal processing is decreasing with fluctuations," J. Acoust. Soc. Amer., vol. 57, pp. 1062-1066,
time. 1975.

As a projector, the device is shown to be capable of replicat- [II] W. K. Blake and D. M. Chase, "Wavenumber-frequency spectra
ing two-dimensional fields which have most of their energy lo- of turbulent-boundary-layer pressure measured by microphone

arrays." J. Acoust. Soc. Amer., vol. 49, pp. 862-877, 1971.
cared near the spatial frequency axis. As energy moves to higher [121 Y. F. Hwang and F. E. Geib, "Estimation of the wavevector-
frequency, particularly away from either axis (spatial frequency frequency spectrum of turbulent boundary layer wale pressure by
axis corresponding to the top electrode direction or bottom elec- multiple linear regression." JYASRD, vol. 106, pp. 334-342,
trode direction), the device suffers more error. There are many 1984.

applications, however, which fall within this constraint, partic- 1131 G. Maidanik, "Flush-mounted pressure transducer systems as
spatial and spectral filters," J. Acoust. Soc. Amer., vol. 42, pp.

ularly those which would gain from the addition of more active 1017-1024, 1967.
areas at the expense of a limited performance degradation. [141 G. Maidanik and D. W. Jorgensen, "Boundary wave-vector fil-

The analysis concerned with employing this geometry in a ters for the study of the pressure field in a turbulent boundary

beamforming mode shows no performance degradation pro- layer," J. Acoust. Soc. Amer., vol. 42, pp. 494-501, 1967.
vided an extra signal processing step is included. This is an 1151 M. Born and E. Wolf, Principles of Optics. New York: Per-ded n etrasignl pocesin ste isincuded Ths i an gamon, pp. 401-402, 1959.

attractive tradeoff for many applications since signal processing

costs are continually being lowered. This analysis does not con-
cern itself with the implementation of beamformer signal pro-
cessing hardware, but the observation that no performance
degradation occurs if a two-step process is used (rather than the
conventional single step) should make this geometry attractive , Harvey C. Schau "
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